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It wasn’t my dog, it wasn’t my dog’s 
fault, it’s not my dog’s DNA the 

science is wrong!



What is the Best Way to Get Started?

Sourcing DNA Information



Dog Attacks =Various Approaches = Various Collection Procedures

I don’t get it, it’s all too hard. I wouldn’t know 
where to start.  “Just stick everything a bag and 
send.”

I’ve got the kit.  I’ve watched CSI and  I sought 
of know what to do.  

It all makes sense and such a simple process!

What do we hope you get out of the Worskhop?



What Tools do You Need?

Science

Laboratory
Tests – Accreditation

Technology

Sign off on samples
Run through

Turnaround Times 

Legal Issues

Sign off on samples
Run through 

Law Enforcement

Police
Councils (Local Laws)

Veterinarians

Collect Evidence
Assess the Scene
Chain of Custody



What to look for and what is the process for collection?

Every case is different, every client is different and every emotion is different!



All shapes

All sizes

All requests



I have  QUESTION?

My cat’s gone missing

Owner thinks their cat has been found as “road kill” 



Hi
Sorry to hear about the failed sample. I understand these things can occur. I was quite 
sure that I had taken an adequate sample. 
The puppy is extremely aggressive and we still managed to get the swab in the mouth 
for 15 seconds while he had a muzzle.

I had originally taken a blood sample for a Sydney based lab but they then said we could 
not ship blood over from NZ due to Quarantine restrictions.
Is it necessary to take a swab or can blood be used?







Quantity – How Much Do we Have?

Amplification

Extraction Analysis
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Set of numbers (size of the DNA) 
molecular weight or a set of letters 

(DNA code) G, A, T or C

R



“set of genetic values unique to that individual, inherited from each parent” 



Partial DNA Profiles

Quantity and Quality of DNA

Dropout of markers (SNPs) –
blank spaces



DNA is 

interrogated

Paternity – Dam and Sire verification

Disease  diagnosis 
prevention/risk
Prenatal diagnosis

Ancestry

Traits?

Fun tests – not health related 
“aspects of life”

Practical
(Effective means)

Social
Direct to consumer

DNA Testing – Why Do It?

DNA Profiling/individual Identification

Forensics



17136237 17142041



Used to incriminate or exonerate!

Inclusions are up to 99.9998% 
depending on breed(s), number of 
markers and samples submitted.

Exclusions = No Match = 100%





What is a Reference Sample?

Collection Process

Can be collected at any time

Can be more than one sample

Are you qualified to collect?

Origin is known!
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The Collection Process – PINCH, SWIRL and DRY!

Ensure that you pinch the cheek well around the nylon brush.

Using your fingers to keep the cheek pinched, swirl the nylon 
brush around the pinched cheek for a good 6-10 secs.

Do I need to wear gloves?



Positive ID – You MUST cite the number – scan and read and check

Take your time and SCAN from top to bottom

What do you do if you try and try and still cannot find the chip?
Record and note – “chip could not be found (scanned)” next to the chip number



Scanned and cited

Any vet and/or 
“trained” officer



VS VS

Nylon Brushes
or

Cotton Swabs

EDTA Blood Tube
0.5ml

Blood or Semen 
Spotting Cards



Mitochondrial dna (mt dna)      vs     nuclear DNA (genomic)

Nuclear DNA is the standard 46 chromosomes which 
you've heard about, where you inherit 23 from your 
mom and 23 from your dad. These are very long, with 
centromeres and telomeres

Mitochondrial DNA only has one chromosome, and 
this is organized like a circular genome (similar to 
most prokaryotic DNA). This single chromosome is 
much shorter, and codes for the specific proteins 
which are used in the metabolic processes

mtDNA, since it is solely matrilineal, doesn't undergo recombination like nuclear DNA--meaning that while nuclear DNA is 
a shuffle of your parents' DNA, all changes in mtDNA have to come from mutations. Thus, mtDNA is great for trying to 
detect human ancestry.



You have a cat attacked by what you believe are two dogs 
(neighbour) and dog roaming the street.  You submit and have 
collected a wet swab from a number of wounds near the cat.  A hair 
sample (matted) from the cat and a “wet swab” taken from the 
neighbour’s dog.  

Q: What reference samples do you need to collect?

You are contacted by a farmer whose chickens have been 
mauled by what they think is a dog or fox or wild animal.

Q: What samples should you try and look for?

Find a cat that seems to have been set on fire?  Owner 
thinks it’s their cat.

Q: What can or can anything be done to help resolve 
this case?











Two Examples of mouth Swabs – Reference Samples















What to do if you are attacked by a dog!



Dog Owners are more likely to:

Senior management

Live with several family members

Work as a professor/nurse/IT professional

Be extroverted & agreeable

Cat Owners are more likely to be: 

Divorced, widowed or separated

Be college educated

Less socially dominant

What Your Choice in PETS reveals about YOU (YOUR CLIENT) (Scientific American)  

More intelligent





Thank You

george@orivet.com


